3o8	NOTES ON CHAPTER IX
 8.	This list of good nakshatras does not agree very well with
other statements.    See §§ 15, 40, 49 and 91, and note J.
 9.	See notes B and I.    Marshall's difficulty is probably the
result of his using the symbol of signs for houses.

 10.	See §§ 37, 44 and 54, and note F.    Marshall does not appear
to be quite consistent on the topic of hostile planets.    See note
to § 54-
 11.	The places of the planets are also given for the ist January,
167^, in § 55, and the two statements are compared in note O.
There is obviously here no pretension to great accuracy either
in the places of the planets or their periods.    Job Charnock's
scheme cannot apply to the same time as that of the Brahman's.
 12.	See notes D and G for the definition of " Ross/1    The table
should probably be read as applying to houses and not signs.
When the planet is in the same house as the Moon at birth the
effects are given in the first row, when it is in the next house from
the Moon in the second row, and so on.    Hach row is generally
concerned with those topics connected with the particular house
as given in note E, etc.    Beyond this the table does not lend
itself to simple analysis.    But see note F.
 13.	The references are to §§ 5 and 8.    See note E.    The same
subject is dealt with more fully in § 23.    The sixth house is the
house of " bad fortune " or " sickness/' and the twelfth is also
a house of  " bad fortune"   or  " enmity,"   in  certain western
schemes.

 14.	-This is an incomplete list of domiciles and exaltations.   See
the table in note C.    Read " $ friend to =^."    See §§24 and 50.
 15.	This table is explained, as far as it is possible, in note J (a).
 16.	See note C,  on signs.    The classification  appears to be
based upon the assumption that the domiciles of the malefic
planets (?}, <J, O) are " bad/' but this does not account for X
being bad.    However, to Marshall X is equivalent to the twelfth
house, which is unlucky in most schemes.

 17.	See note F, and note to § 72 (a).
 18.	That is, when all the planets are in " exaltation " (a very
rare occurrence !).    See note F.    The orthodox Hindu rule is
" A king is born when three or more planets are in their exalted
houses."    See Varaha Mihira, Brihaj-jataka, xi.
 19.	*' Colljoog " =kali yuga ; " Bahutter " =?.
 20.	" Burmere " —Brahman ;       " Lunka " = Lanka ;       " Hor-
dowar " =Har4war ;   perhaps " Byas " =Maya.    For the tradi-
tion compare with Bury a Siddhanta, L 10.

